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Jensen® Tornado is George Benson’s Speaker Choice for the 
Fender® GB Signature Twin Reverb® Amplifier  

Inspired by one of the world’s foremost jazz guitarists, George Benson, Fender’s GB 
Signature Twin Reverb amplifier is an all-tube amp that produces rich, punchy tone with 
smooth attack and singing sustain. The GB Twin Reverb is an updated version of the 
venerable classic amplifier tweaked to satisfy Benson’s discerning ears.   

Features include an 85-watt all-tube two-channel guitar combo amplifier, a pair of 12-
inch, 100 watt, 8-ohm Jensen Jet Tornado speakers with neodymium magnets, two 
channels, — normal and tremolo; re-voiced low-gain normal channel — a solid pine 
cabinet construction, gray vinyl cover, silver sparkle grille cloth, a George Benson badge 
on the lower right of the front panel and a protective amp cover.   

The tonal character of the Jensen Tornado is perfectly designed to give the clean, 
articulate tone many jazz guitarists favor with a classic full-bodied sound.  The 
neodymium magnet design and characteristics resemble Alnico magnets, contributing to 
its distinct behavior and quality of tone.  The frequency response is noticeably extended 
in the upper range, generating a sense of airy openness and definition, essential to deliver 
all the details and the harmonic complexity of jazz chord play, and all the dynamic 
nuances in the fastest single note runs.  

The high headroom from the two Jensen Tornado 12-inch speakers (each at 100 watts), 
allows every bit of the 85-watt GB Twin Reverb to flow through clearly and dynamically.  

The Jensen Tornado speaker weighs only 4.45 pounds – less than half an average 
comparable 12” ceramic speaker.  Combined with the solid pine cabinet, the GB Twin 
Reverb is 13 pounds lighter than a standard Twin Reverb amp.  

Jensen is proud of its contribution to the tonal delight all jazz players will experience 
when playing the new Fender GB Twin Reverb.  

Jensen remains dedicated to working with all musicians in pursuit of their perfect tone!   
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